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VDC1 FD - (FD - Flat Drop)
Conduits › Product 10102

Description
TeraSpan's Vertical Deflecting Conduit (VDC) is a two-part conduit system that "zips" together to encase cables, blow
tubes, or a pull string. The VDC1 FD is designed specifically to accommodate a flat aerial drop style cable.

Applications
Vertical Deflecting Conduit (VDC) houses and protects cables or blow tubes in installations of the VIF system, in both soft
and hard infrastructures. The conduit is ideal for FTTH and FTTB drops using flat aerial drop cable.

Features/Benefits
Thin profile with beveled edges to deflect shovels, picks, and other tools
Cables can be pushed, pulled or zippered into the conduit
Zippered installation of fiber cable allows for runs that are limited only by the cable reel length
Design allows for unlimited re-entry
Bright orange color for maximum visibility
"Warning -- Fiber Optics Cable Inside" marking along all sections

Specifications
Nominal Weight
Weight per side per meter --- 0.123kg (0.271lbs)
Packaging
Each side of the profile is sold in 100 meter coils.
Weight per 100 meter coil --- 12.3kg (24.64lbs)
Dimensions
Channel dimension: 7.1 x 11.6 mm (0.453" x 0.276")
Assembled profile height 30mm (1.18")
Assembled profile width 10mm (0.394")
Material
Rigid PVC
Tool Required for Assembly
VDC1 FD Zipper Tool
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